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The reactions of H atoms with CC13, CF2C1, and CH2CH2C1radicals have been studied in a flow reactor at 300 and 475 K by
observation of the infrared emission from the HC1 and HF products. These reactions were observed as secondary reactions from
the H + CC13Br, CF2C1Br, and CH2C1-CH21 chemical systems. The conditions in the flow reactor were controlled so that the
nascent vibrational distributions of HC1 and HF were recorded. The pattern of vibrational energy disposal to HC1 was used to differentiate between C1 atom abstraction and recombination-elimination mechanisms. The H atom reactions with CC13 and CF2C1
radicals occur only via a recombination+limination mechanism and give HCl(v) or HF(v) in a unimolecular step. Thus, the C1
atom abstraction reactions must have 2 3 . 0 kcal mol-' higher activation energy than the recombination reaction. From observation of the ratio of the HC1 and HF products from CHF2C1*, the difference in threshold energies for HF and HC1 elimination was
determined to be - 13 kcal mol-'. On the other hand, ~1 atom abstraction does compete with recombination+limination in the
H + CH2CH2C1reaction, the branching fraction is -0.3 at 300 K and -0.6 at 475 K.
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OpCrant dans un rCacteur i Ccoulement, ii 300 et 475 K, et faisant appel ii l'observation de I'Cmission en infrarouge du HC1 et
du HF produits, on a CtudiC les rCactions des atomes de H avec les radicaux CC13, CF2C1 et CH,CH,Cl. On a observe ces rCactions sous la forme de rCactions secondaires des systkmes chimiques H + CC13Br, CF2C1Br et CH2C1-CH21. Les conditions
prCsentes dans le rCacteur ti Ccoulement sont contr61Ces d'une faqon telle que les distributions vibrationnelles naissantes du HCl
et du HF puissent &treenregistrkes. On a utilisC les patrons de distribution de I'Cnergie vibrationnelle du HC1 pour diffkrencier
entre les mkcanismes d'enlkvement d'atome de C1 et d'klimination-recombinaison. Les rCactions des atomes de H avec les
radicaux CCI3 et CF,C1 ne se produisent que par un mCcanisme d'klimination-recombinaison et elles conduisent ii du HCl(v) et
du HF(v) dans une Ctape unimolCculaire. Les rCactions d'enlkvement d'atome de C1 doivent donc avoir une Cnergie d'activation
qui est 23,O kcal mol-I plus ClevCe que celle de la rCaction de recombinaison. En se basant sur le rapport de HC1 et HF produits
ii partir du CHF2C1*, on a dCterminC que la diffkrence entre les Cnergies seuils pour llClimination de HF et de HC1 doit &tre
- 13 kcal mol-l. Par ailleurs, l'enlkvement de l'atome de C1 est en compCtition avec la rkaction de recombinaison4limination
dans la rCaction de H + CH2CH2C1; la fraction de bifurcation est d'environ 0.3 ii 300 K et d'environ 0,6 ii 475 K.
[Traduit par la rkdaction]

I. Introduction
The reactions of H atoms with CC13, CF2C1, and CH2CH2C1
radicals at 300 and 475 K have been studied by observation of
the HCl and (or) HF product from the infrared chemiluminescence in a fast flow reactor (1-3). The objective was to employ
the characteristic vibrational energy disposal patterns to differentiate between the unimolecular HC1 or HF elimination reactions from fluorochloromethanes and ethanes (4-7) formed by
H-atom recombination vs. the direct, bimolecular C1-atom
abstraction reactions by H atoms (3,4, 8), even though the two
pathways give the same chemical products. The pathway that
we identify as C1-atom abstraction frequently is called a disproort ti on at ion reaction in the free radical literature. The current
experiments are a logical extension of our earlier report on the
room temperature reactions of H with CF,, CH2CH2F, CH2CF3,
and other fluorine-containing organic radicals (5). These systems exclusively react by the H-atom recombination, HF-elimination pathway because abstraction of F atoms has a high
activation energy, and these reactions can serve to define the
typical energy disposal pattern for three- and four-centered
HF-elimination reactions. Other studies in the literature (6),
especially from multiphoton infrared excitation (9) and classi-

cal chemical activation (lo), show that the dynamics for unimolecular HC1 and HF elimination should be similar. The
fundamental thesis of the present analysis is that direct abstraction can be identified by examination of the HCl(v) distributions, since the mean fraction of the vibrational energy released
to HC1 for direct C1-atom abstraction will be 0.35-0.50 with an
inverted distribution (3, 8), whereas the distribution for HCl
elimination is expected to be non-inverted with CfV)
0.15
(5-7).
The three reaction systems that were studied in the present
work are summarized below with the A@ in kcal mol-l given
in parentheses. Reactions [la], [2a], and [3a] represent the
recombination plus unimolecular elimination mechanism.
Reactions [lb], [2b], and [3b] represent direct abstraction on the
singlet or triplet potentials.
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4

CH3CH,C1*

[3bI

4
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-
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[la] H + CC13 :
[ 101

+ HC1
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4
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(-41)

(-54 or 4)
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4
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TABLEI. Thermochemistry" for the addition-elimination unimolecular reactions
Molecule

(ab

AH?

E$"

(8-

Ed

Ex8

"All entries are in kcal mol-' for reaction on the singlet potential surface.
'The total available energy released to the ~noleculefrom reactions [la], [2a],and [3a] for 450 K experiments. The energy for CH,CH,Cl
is reduced to 103.6 kcal mol-' at 300 K.
'The enthalpy change for elimination of HCI (or HF) from the molecule.
d ~ h threshold
e
energy for HCI (or HF) elimination; see text for references. The E$(HF) for CHF,CI was assigned in this work, see text.
'Total energy available to the products for the elimination pathway is (E) - AH:; the available energy for abstraction could be slightly higher
if there is an activation energy.
/potential energy releaqed during the reaction, E$ - AH:.
Xxcess energy, ( E ) - E$, released during the reaction.
he E$ from ref. 12 is lower than the currently accepted AH:. The reverse reaction is also likely to have a barrier, and E$ was set at
60 kcal mol-I.

H

+

CF,Cl,'
A

!,

b

;
8

,,

', CF, (=B

+

HCI

7r

1

using the F + CHFCl reaction to generate CHF2Cl'+.The HF
channel could not be observed in that work because of the
strong HF emission from the primary reaction. The thermochemistry for the unimolecular reactions corresponding to [la],
[2a], and [3a] is summarized in Table 1 for 450 K and the symbols are defined in Fig. 1. The average energies of the molecules
are given by (E)= Do(H - R) + Ea(H + R) + nRT where Ea is the
activation energy and nRT is the thermal energy of the H atom
and radical reactants; the energies are 2100 kcal mol-l. The
activation energies were taken as zero. The C-H bond energies. Do, for reactions [I]-[3] were obtained from ref. 11. The
threshold energies, E$, for HCl elimination from CH3CH2Cl
(10n) and CHF2Cl (12) were obtained from the literature. The
Ea given in ref. 12 for the CHCI2 reaction is smaller than the
currently favored A@ for the reaction, which cannot be true.
Also, the reverse reaction, CCI2 + HCl, is likely to have a small
barrier. Allowing for a 5 kcal mol-' barrier for the reverse reaction, E$ was set at 60 kcal mol-' for reaction [la]. The E$ for
HF elimination from CHF2Cl was assigned from the ratio of
rate constants for HF and HC1 elimination and E$(Hc~) (12).
The A H ~ ~ O ( C F=~-42.6
)
kcal mol-' was taken from ref. 13c
and A H ~ ~ ' ( C C=~ ~-52.1
)
kcal mol-I was taken from recent
experimental work (13a, b). The thermochemistry for CFCl is
not firmly established. We prefer the theoretical estimates of
Francisco et al. (140) (AHfoO= 7 kcal mol-') and Rodriquez
and Hopkinson (146) (AHfoo= 3.3 kcal mol-I) over the experi= -2
7 kcal mol-l),
mental estimate of Lias et al. (15)
and we used 5 kcal mol-l. The energy that would be available to
the products from abstraction on the singlet surfaces would be
larger than the value given in column 5 of Table 1 by the difference in Ea values for abstraction vs. recombination. The least
certain values in Table 1 are the threshold energies for the
three-centered elimination reactions. This affects the Ep values,
which also are the threshold energies for addition of the carbenes to HCl or HF.
Reactions [I]-[3] were observed as secondary steps in a flow
reactor containing excess H atoms with the precursor molecules
CC13Br, CF2C1Br, CH2Cl-CH21 (and also CH2Cl-CH2Br),
respectively. Previously, we had used only iodine containing
precursor molecules for generating the radicals (5). However,
the primary reactions with some bromine-containing molecules
are sufficiently fast, especially at 475 K, that they can augment
the supply of useful precursor molecules for studies of H atom +
radical reactions in our flow reactor. The HBr(v) chemilumines-

AH^^'

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the reaction profile for the
three-centered elimination reactions of H + CF2CI. The diagram is similar for four-centered elimination, but Ep is lager. The values for the
energy quantities are given in Table 1.

Direct abstraction of F from CF7C1 would have a larger activation energy than C1 abstraction, s o that reaction is not listed for
reaction [2]. The ground states of CC12, CF2, and CFCl are the
singlet states; thus, the potential surfaces that correlate to the
triplet carbene states lie above the singlet potential surfaces.
The recombination~limination pathways are expected to
involve only the singlet potentials. In principle, the C1-atom
abstraction reactions can proceed on either surface, but the singlet potentials probably have lower activation energy.
The HCl channel from CHF2C1* previously was observed (5)

+
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FIG.2. Infrared emission spectrum from the H + CF2CIBr system; the concentrations are 3.0 x l o i 3 and 2.0 x 1013for [HI and [CF2C1Br], respectively, and the reaction time is 0.5 ms.

cence from the primary steps could be observed, but the data are
not very interesting because only HBr (v = 0 and 1) are generated. The H + CF3 (generated from H + CF31) reaction also was
studied at 475 K as a reference reaction, and the energy disposal
pattern to HF was the same as in our previous room temperature
study (5).
The vibrationally excited chloromethane and chloroethane
molecules can be collisionally stabilized at high pressure (lo),
so the abstraction and addition4imination mechanisms actually become identifiable in terms of the chemical products at
high pressure. Dobis and Benson (16) recently emphasized that
chlorination of hydrocarbons is an especially effective means to
crack hydrocarbons because the recombination steps and direct
abstraction (disproportionation)give olefins + HCl. The present
work also has relevance to recent work for H + vinyl chloride
kinetics (17). Typical values of disproportionation to recombination ratios of alkyl radicals range from 0.1 to 0.5 (18, 19). The
question of direct abstraction vs. atom recombination at the radical site followed by unimolecular decomposition is of general
importance for the interactions of open-shell atoms and polyatomic radicals. The infrared chemiluminescence technique
may be one way to search for these abstraction reactions in atom
plus radical encounters.
11. Experimental methods
The experimental method employed the reaction of excess H atoms
with precursor molecules in a linear flow reactor. The H atoms were
generated by a microwave discharge in H2-Ar mixtures, and they were
introduced at the front of the reactor. Additional Ar carrier gas was
added separately at the entrance of the reactor to achieve a total pressure of 0.5-1.0 Torr (1 Torr = 133.3 Pa). The CF31, CC13Br, CF2C1Br,
and CH2CI-CH21 (or CH2C1-CH2Br) reagents were added via a ring
injector 40 cm downstream from the H-atom inlet as a 5-10% mixture
in Ar just before the observation window (a 4 cm diameter NaCl flat).
Typical concentrations of H and the organic reagent were (1-3) x 1013
and (0.5-5.0) x 1013 molecules ~ m - respectively.
~,
The H-atom concentration was assigned from measurement of 50% dissociation of the

H2. For some experiments the CH2ClCH21 (or CC13Br) was added by
flowing Ar over the liquid sample at 300 K. Variable temperature
experiments were done by heating the portion of the flow reactor
extending from the H2 and Ar inlets to the observation window
(40 cm). The temperature of the reactor was regulated by the voltage
supplied to the heating tapes. The temperature of the gas at the downstream edge of the NaCl window was measured with a thermocouple.
This temperature was always the same as the temperature of the s i l t zmann rotational distribution for HX(u) that was assigned from the
emission spectra.
The highest possible flow velocity was ~ 1 2 m0 s-', corresponding
to a reaction time of -0.2 ms for a reaction zone of 2.5 cm. The Ar
pressure could be varied from 0.3 to 1.0 Torr without loss of pumping
speed. The HF(u) and HCl(u) vibrational relaxation was fully arrested
for these conditions and the rotational relaxation of H F was partly
5 was required
arrested (5,20). Increasing the reaction time to ~ 0 . ms
to observe some of the secondary reactions. For these conditions the
vibrational distributions from the secondary reaction are hardly
affected by relaxation, and the observed distributions are close to the
nascent ones. Since HX emission could be observed from H + CF3 and
H + CH2CH2C1(from CH2CICH21) for the fastest flow speed, we used
these reactions for monitoring the degree of vibrational relaxation for
other operating conditions.
The emission spectra were recorded at 1-2 cm-' resolution with a
Biorad (FTS-60) spectrometer; the individual rotational lines are easily
observed, as shown in Fig. 2. A quartz filter with a cutoff at
~ 2 2 0 cm-'
0
was used to reduce the blackbody radiation for experiments at elevated temperature. The gain on the InSb detector also was
reduced to avoid saturation. The rotational population in individual
levels was obtained from the peak height of each vibrational-rotational
line after division by the instrumental response function and the Einstein coefficient for the particular transition. Improved Einstein coefficients are available for H F and HCI, and their reliability should be
better than 5% (21). The HBr coefficients (22) probably are less reliable, but only qualitative observations were made for HBr(u). The HCI
and HBr rotational distributions were always Boltzmann at the temperature of the reactor. For some reactions, e.g., H + CF3, the HF(u = 1)
distribution has a small component for J 2 8 in addition to the Boltzmann component. But this was not the case for the H + CF2C1 reaction.
Commercial tank grade Ar was purified by passage through molec-
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TABLE2. HX(v) distributions from the halomethane elimination reactionsn
Reaction

F
H

Po

P1

43.5
59.8

+ CHFCl + H C I ( V ) ~
+ CC13 4 HCI(V)
-

hv

(fvhxC

P2

P3

p4

5 1.4
28.9

26.5
14.9

15.1
8.5

7.0
3.9

-2.2 f 0.3

73
29.3

22
8.8

5
2.0

-

-2.7 f 0.4

-

-

'The Po values were assigned from linear vibrational surprisal plots. The vibrational distributions did not change significantly
for experiments at 300 and 475 K.
b ~ x a m p l eof a typical three-centered elimination distribution; the (E) - AH: is 52 kcal mol-' and the data are from ref. 5.
T h e number in parentheses is the mean fraction of vibrational energy for the prior distribution.
d ~ a t from
a
ref. 5 at 300 K from the F + CH2FCI reaction system.

ular sieve traps cooled to liquid N2 temperature. Tank grade H2 was
used without further purification. All reagents were purified by several
freeze-pump-thaw cycles before loading. The CF31 and CH2C1CH21
were purchased from PCR Inc. The CCI3Br, CF2C1Br, and CH2CICH2Br were obtained from Columbia Organic Chemicals Co.

+

TABLE3. Summary of HCl(v) distributions for H
experimentsa
No.

[H21b

T (K)

PI

P2

P3

1

4.1

300

16.7

27.6

30.3

CH2C1CH21

p4

16.2

P5C

9.2

111. Results

A. General observations
The HBr emissions from the primary reaction with CC13Br,
CF2C1Br, and CH2ClCH2Br were not analyzed in detail, as our
interest was in the atom + radical secondary reactions. The H +
CH2ClCH21reaction could be studied with maximum pumping
speed (120 m s-I) at 300 K and the observed HCl(v) distribution
should be nascent, as judged from other extensive studies in this
flow reactor. Even if the pumping speed was reduced by a factor
of 2, the HCl(v) distribution was unchanged. If the pumping
speed was reduced to -70 m s-I, HCl emission could be
observed from the H + CC13Br and CF2ClBr systems. By analogy to the H + CH2C1CH21reaction, these HCl(v) (and HF(v))
distributions should be nascent. For all three systems the distributions were invariant to changes in [HI and [reagent] for the
shortest times that could be used. The HF(v) and HCl(v) emission spectrum from H + CF2ClBr is shown in Fig. 2. The
CH2ClCH2Brreaction did not give emission at 300 K unless the
pumping speed was greatly reduced. The activation energy for
Br abstraction from CH2ClCH2Br is evidently higher than for
CC13Br and CF2ClBr, presumably because of a higher bond
energy. With heating to 475 K, HCl emission could be observed
from all four reactions. However, even at 475 K, the HCl emission from CH2ClCH2Br was observable only for relatively long
reaction times, and the HCl(v) distribution was relaxed compared to the data from the CH2ClCH21system. Table 2 gives a
summary of the HX(u) distributions observed for the H +
CC13Br and CF2ClBr systems. Table 3 summarizes the experimental results from the H + CH2ClCH21system.
The HCl emission arises only from secondary reaction, since
C1 abstraction from the parent compounds has a large activation
barrier compared to Br or I atom abstraction. As a test of this
thesis, an experiment was done with the H + CHC13 reaction at
475 K, but no HCl emission was observed for our experimental
conditions.
We made no effort to extract information from the temperature dependence of the total emission intensities. For the system

-

-

"All experiments were carried out at 0.5 Torr Ar for a reaction time of
0.25 ms.
b [ ~ 2 in
] 10" molecules cm-" the [CH,ClCH,I] was fixed at 2.0 x 10"
molecule ~ m - ~ .
'P6 could be estimated as 112 P5.For runs 6-8, trace amounts of u = 7 were
also observed.

with small Ea for the primary step, e.g., CF31 and CH2ClCH21,
the HF and HCl emission intensities actually were slightly
smaller at 475 K than at 300 K, because the concentrations and
reaction time decrease with temperature, providing that the total
pressure is constant and the gas flows delivered to the reactor
are constant. The HBr emission intensity from CC13Br
increased with temperature, but the HC1 emission intensity was
slightly reduced for the higher temperature. One difficulty with
trying to interpret the dependence of the total emission intensity
on temperature is that the [HI may not be constant because of
the change in the rate of H atom recombination on the wall with
temperature. Since the secondary reactions have a second-order
dependence on [HI, any loss of [HI severely affects the H + radical reaction rate. Direct measurement of the TH1. at the observation window, is needed before the temperature dependence of
the total emission intensities can be interpreted.

.,

L

A.

B. H + CC13
The HCl distribution from this reaction at 300 K was Pi-P3 =
74:21:5; the distribution observed at 475 K, 72:23:5, was
unchanged. These distributions were recorded for a reaction
time of 0.4 ms and they were invariant to change in [CC13Br]
and [H2]. Since the distribution does not change with temperature, HCl(v) seems to arise only from the recombination+limination mechanism. The available energy is 40 kcal mol-l,
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TABLE4. HCl(v) distributionsf' from the H
Condition

Po

P~

P2

P3

P4

+ CH,CH,Cl reaction
hv

P6

P5

.fv
- -

17.4
13.8

27.0
21.4

28.0
22.2

15.6
12.3

8.2
6.5

3.8
3 .0

-1 1.8

+ 0.8

0.20

12.9
13.4

19.9
19.6

26.2
23.3

20.9
19.3

13.2
12.3

6.9

-14.2

+ 0.3

0.25

39.0
27.3

29.0
20.3

22.0
15.4

10.0
7.1

-10.1

+ 0.3

29.9

H + CH,CH2C1
(elimin.)"

28.8

24.2

18.6

13.0

8.3

4.7

2.4

r

0.155
(0.04)

H + CH2CH2C1
(abstract.)"

0

0

17.9

32.1

25.0

14.3

10.7

-

0.33

300 K
(exper.)

20.8

475 K
(exper.)

12.1

C1+ CH CH
(elimin.)Z 2

-

-

-

0.18
(0.04)'

"The second line for the first three entries includes the Po obtained from the linear surprisal plot; the distribution is then renormalized.
" ~ r o mref. 26. The available energy is 64 kcal mol-'.
'Pure elimination distribution calculated using h, = -10.1 and ( E ) - AH: = 88 kcal mol-'. The elimination distribution is slightly different
for the prior distribution is 0.04.
for the two temperatures due to the change in (E),but the difference is not significant. The
d~bstractiondistribution obtained by deconvolution of the experimental distribution from the pure elimination distribution. The distribution
from abstraction was forced to be the same for both temperatures.

6)

which could give HCl((v = 5); however, the highest observed
level was HCl(v = 3). The Po was estimated using a linear surprisal analysis, and the overall distribution after renormalizing
is Po-P3 = 60:29:9:2. The full statistical model was used to calculate the vibrational prior. The Xv for this reaction was -2.7
and the Cfv) was 0.1 1. To the best of our knowledge, there are no
other theoretical or experimental HCl(v) distributions from the
unimolecular decomposition of CHC13* available for comparison. This HCl(v) distribution is characteristic of three-centered
elimination reactions with a small Ep (5, 6).
C. H + CF2Cl
The HCl(v) distribution obtained from this reaction was P1P4 = 57.8:27.4:9.4:5.4 at 300 K and 58.0:25.8:11.1:5.1 at 475 K.
As demonstrated in Fig. 2, HF(v) emission also was observed.
The HF(v) distribution was Pi-P3 = 70.5:27.0:2.5 and
70.0:27.0:3.0 at 300 and 475 K, respectively. The HCl(v) and
HF(v) distributions did not change with temperature and neither
did the ratio of HF(v) to HCI(v). These distributions suggest
that the HF and HCl are formed solely by unimolecular elimination from CHF2Cl*. Linear surprisal plots were used to estimate the Po values, and the full distributions are given in Table
2. The HCl(v) distribution from CHF2Cl* previously observed
from the F + CHFCl reaction system is also given in Table 2 for
comparison. The small difference in the two HC1 distributions is
a consequence of the larger (4for F + CHFC1, and the Cfv) for
the two reactions are almost the same: 0.13 and 0.12. The HF(v)
distribution from CHF2Cl is somewhat less extended than the
HF(v) distribution from CHF3 because the available energy is
larger for the latter.
The HF and HC1 intensities were corrected for the respective
Einstein coefficients and instrumental response function to find
the HF(v 2 l)IHCl(v 2 1) ratio, which was 0.17. Including the
Po values from the surprisal calculations for HC1 and HF distributions increases the ratio to 0.24. The CF2 + HC1 channel was
observed to be the more important channel in the IRMPD studies of CHF2C1* (9b, 23). Martinez and Herron (23a) did
observe CFC1, but they estimated that the CF2 + HC1 channel
accounted for 99% of the reaction. The IRMPD experiments
have a much lower (4than the chemical activation experiments,
and the HFIHCl ratio would be smaller. Our HFMC1 ratio suggests that the E$ for the HF channel is 13 kcal mol-' higher

-

than that of the HCl channel; this estimate was obtained by
comparing the sums of states for the HF and HCl elimination
transition states, vide infra.

D. H + CH2CH2Cl
A summary of the experimental results of various [Hz] and
temperatures are given in Table 3. The HCl(v) emission intensity was strong and the results were always consistent. The
emission was observed after a reaction time of 0.2 ms, and we
believe that the HCl(v) distributions are the nascent vibrational
distributions. A special search was necessary for HCl(v = 6)
emission, since the HCl(6-5) band falls into the region where
C 0 2 background absorption occurs. Experiments with extensive flushing of the FTIR spectrometer and long time signal
averaging gave a spectrum that could be analyzed and the P5 to
P6 ratio was 2: 1. Trace emission from v = 7 also could be seen.
The average HCI(v) distribution observed from this reaction at
300 K was P1-P6 = 17:27:28: 16:8:4. The available energy of
88 kcal mol-I could give up to HCl(v = 1I), and the highest
observed HCl(v) level does not extend to the thermochemical
limit. The HCl(v) distribution at 475 K was even more highly
inverted: HCl(v) P1-P6= 13:20:26:21: 13:7. These HCl(v) distributions were highly reproducible at these two temperatures
and they were invariant to changes of [HI and [CH2C1CH21].
These slightly inverted distributions are very different from the
HF(v) vibrational distributions observed from the HF elimination reactions of CH3CH2F and CH3CF3 (3).
Leone and co-workers (24) have studied the C1 + CH3CH2
reaction, which proceeds by the recombination~limination
mechanism to produce HCl(v). Their HCl(v) distribution,
which is shown in Table 4, could be fitted with a linear surprisal
plot, and the Xv (- 10.1) is very similar to the slope of the linear
surprisal plot for HF elimination (5) from CH3CH2F and
CH3CF3. Scaling a Xv = - 10.1 distribution to the energy for
reaction [3] gives a "pure" HCl(v) elimination distribution suitable for comparison to our results. The comparison, see Table 4,
clearly indicates that the HCl(v) from the H + CH2CH2Cl reaction must be the result of more than just the recombinationelimination reaction. We suggest that the observed HCl(v) distribution from H + CH2CH2C1 is the sum of recombinationelimination and abstraction components, with abstraction becoming more pronounced as the temperature is increased. Our
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attempt to deconvolute the experimental distribution into the
components representing the abstraction and elimination pathways is described in Sect. IV.3.

IV. Discussion
A. Summary of energy disposal for addition-elimirzation vs.
recombination r-eactions
Although the chemical identity of the products is the same
from recombination+limination and from direct abstraction,
the vibrational energy disposal patterns to the HC1 (or HF) products from the two channels should be much different. The chemically activated halomethane and haloethane molecules with
100 kcal mol-I of energy have unimolecular lifetimes (statistical limit) that range from picosecond (halomethanes) to nanosecond (haloethanes). The unimolecular elimination reactions
yield HX(v) distributions that monotonically decline with
increasing fv and the Cfv(HX)) values are typically ~ 0 . 1 5with
vibrational surprisal plots that are linear with slightly negative
slopes (5-7). The transition state configurations and the dynamics-of the HX elimination reactions are reasonably well understood (25-27). Since the excess energy for CHCl3'+nd
CHF2Cl* is large, and since the formation steps are not state
selective, the mode specific reaction pathways (27) found for
photoexcited HFCO are not expected to be important. Stated
another way, the relaxation of the energy released primarily in
the H-C bond is expected to attain a microcanonical distribution before HX elimination occurs (28). In contrast, the characteristic HX(v) distributions from direct C1 or F abstraction by H
atoms over repulsive potentials are sharply inverted and rather
narrow with &,(HX)) = 0.4; the vibrational surprisals are not
linear and the distributions do not extend to the thermochemical
limit (3, 4, 8). The rotational energy disposal from elimination
and abstraction reactions are both rather modest (4-61,, . so the
rotational energy disposal pattern is not very useful in distinguishing between the two reaction pathways. The energy disposal for C1 atom abstraction from polyatomic molecules by H
atoms is representative of the class of reactions in which the
dynamics are limited by kinematic constraints associated with
the motion of the light H atom over a repulsive surface (3,4, 8,
22). This pattern of energy disposal was characterized by Polanyi in a classic series of papers dealing with the reactions of H
atoms with the diatomic halogen molecules (29).
Recombination reactions of methyl-type radicals with H
atoms generally are considered to have nearlv zero activation
energies with rate constants of (1-2) x 10-lo cm3 s-I (30),
whereas the abstraction pathways could have small positive
activation energies. The halogen-carbon bond energies are
large, D(C1-CC12) = 62 kcal mol-' and D(F-CF2) = 87 kcal
mol-I, and C1- or F-atom abstraction to give singlet carbenes is
not expected to compete with recombination. Our method of
observation would not be sensitive to direct abstraction on the
triplet surface for H + CCl? and CF&l giving triplet state carbenes because the available energy is rather low; see reactions
[lb] and [2b]. The only case where H-atom abstraction might be
expected at modest temperatures is H + CH2CH2CI.

-

\

B. HX elimination reactions fr-om halometharzes
The energy disposals to HX(v) from CHC13* and CHF3*,
respectively, are similar; but, the HF(v) distribution from
CHF3* does have a slightly larger negative Av and a larger Cfv).
The HF(v) and HCl(v) distributions from CHF2Cl* are more
similar to the CHC13* reaction. The larger (fv(HF)) from CHF3+'
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probably arises from the larger potential energy that is released
in the exit channel. In our previous work ( 3 , the energy
released to the products from unimolecular processes with statistical lifetimes was treated as the sum of the statistical fraction
of the excess energy (6), and the fraction of the potential
released to HX, e.g., eq. [4].

For the halomethanes the a value was -0.1 and the b value was
-0.35. Using these a and b values with the thermochemistry in
Table 1 gives good agreement with the experimental Cfv) values
for CHC13* and CHF2C1*. For example, the (fV(HC1)) for
CHC13* and CHF2Cl* are calculated to be 0.13 and 0.14 compared to the observed values of 0.11 and 0.13. The Ep is small
for these reactions and the energy release is dominated by the
excess energy, which is statistically distributed among the
modes at the transition state geometry. As already noted, the
mode-specific unimolecular rates (27) found for photoexcitation of HFCO at energies near E$ are not expected for the
highly energized CHC13* and CHF2C1'~olecules.
The recombination rate constants (300 K) for H atoms with
methyl-type radicals are large, near the orbiting limits (30), and
little or no steric requirement exists. If we assume that a 5%
contribution to HC1 (high v) from abstraction could have been .
observed, then the activation energy for abstraction must be
3 kcal mol-' (for similar pre-exponential factors for [ l a ] vs.
[lb]). The H-atom reactions with NF2 (31a), SF5 (22), and
CF30 (3 1b) also proceed by addition+limination mechanisms;
however, these bimolecular rate constants are somewhat
smaller than for H + methyl-type radicals. Comparison with the
C10 ( 3 2 0 ) ~and NFCl (32b) reactions is worthwhile. The
unpaired electron in these radicals is in a delocalized .ir orbital
and the H atom seems to add to more than one site. For this reason and also because of the very short HOCl lifetime and a surface crossing in the exit channel, the energy disposal to HC1 +
o ( ~ P )differs from the normal HX elimination pattern.
The branching ratio for HF vs. HC1 formation from CHF2C1:':
was 0.24 at (E)= 102 kcal mol-'. This ratio is equal to the ratio
of RRKM rate constants, which reduces to the ratio of sums of
states of the two transition states. We assigned frequencies of
1275(1), 1050(2), 800(1), 670(2), 600(2) and 1160(1), 950(2),
780(3), 500(2) to obtain pre-exponential factors of -1.5 x 1013
per reaction path for the thermal rate constants at 800 K for HC1
and HF elimination, respectively. For these transition states a
AE$ difference of 13 % 1 kcal mol-' was required to get a
branching ratio of 0.12 for a reaction path degeneracy of 1 for
each channel.
C. H + CH2CH2Cl reaction
The HCl(v) distribution and the (fV(HC1))from this reaction
differ from the typical pattern found from the four-centered
elimination reactions of CH3CH2C1*, CH3CH2Fq, and
CH3CF3*. The recent work of Leone and co-workers (24) in
which CH3CH2C1* was formed by the C1+ CH3CH2 recombination reaction represents an important benchmark, because the
HCl(v) distribution was as expected from a four-centered HX
elimination process. Therefore, we infer that the C1+ CH3CH2
reaction proceeds entirely by atom-radical recombination fol3 ~ h broken
e
line shown in Fig. 5 of ref. 32n should be ignored; the
surprisal plot is not linear.
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FIG. 3. Surprisal plots for the HCl(v) distributions from H +
CH2CH2C1at 300 K (filled circles) and 475 K (open circles) and the
C1+ CH3CH2reaction (filled triangles) from ref. 24. Note the smaller
slope of the plot from the C1+ CH3CH2reaction.

lowed by subsequent HC1 elimination. Since the observed
HCl(v) distribution from H + CH2CH2C1differs from the distribution given by C1+ CH3CH2, we believe that the former is the
sum of a direct abstraction pathway plus a recombination-elimination pathway. Our experiment cannot give the ground state
vibrational population, Po, but some estimate is needed before
deconvolution of the experimental distribution can be made into
abstraction and elimination components. Since the overall
experimental distribution did fit (fortuitously) a linear surprisal
plot, extrapolations were used to estimate the experimental Po
values at both temperatures; see Table 4. The full statistical
model for the HCl + CH2CH2products was used to calculate the
prior HCl(v) distribution. Figure 3 shows the surprisal plots for
our data, and the corresponding plot from the HCl(v) distribution associated with the pure elimination reaction as provided
by the C1+ CH3CH2reaction. In some instances, surprisal analysis can distinguish two-component product distributions.
However, direct abstraction pathways (by H atoms) do not give
linear surprisals, and two linear portions of the surprisal plot for
H + CH2C1CH2would not be expected. It is fortuitous, but convenient, that the raw experimental distributions can be represented by a linear surprisal, but with a larger -Av than for the
"pure" elimination distribution.
The CH3CH2C1* formation pathways of H(C1) + CH2CH2.
Cl(CH3CH2) seem unlikely to be sufficiently state selective to
cause nonstatistical unimolecular lifetimes. The main difference in the formation process would be the considerably higher
rotational energy carried into CH3CH2Cl*by the C1+ CH3CH2
recombination reaction. The vibrational energy disposal to HC1
from unimolecular reaction of the chemically activated
CH3CH2C1*formed by the two recombination reactions should
be similar. We used Av = - 10.1 with (4= 105 kcal mol-' to
estimate the "pure" HCl(v) elimination distribution associated
with our H + CH2CH2C1reaction. The calculated "pure" HCl(v)
distribution is presented in Table 4. There is a very definite difference between this "pure" HCl(v) elimination distribution and
our experimental distributions.
Two assumptions are necessary in order to estimate a branching fraction and the HCl(v) distribution for the C1 atom abstraction reaction. We focused attention on the HCl(v = 0) population

v
FIG.4. ( a )Comparison of the pure elimination (V)and the abstraction (V) HC1 vibrational distributions from the H + CH2CH2C1reaction. The abstraction distribution is the average distribution that best
fits all the experimental distributions. (b) The 475 K experiment1 distributions are compared to the sum of the two components with
weights of 0.57 and 0.43 for abstraction and elimination, respectively.
(@)-P, observed and (0)-P, calculated. (c) Same as Fig. 4b except at
300 K with weights of 0.28 and 0.72 for abstraction and elimination,
respectively.

and assumed that HCl(v = 0) arises only from the elimination
reaction. This assumption together with using a linear surprisal
distribution with AV = - 10.1 for the elimination distribution
directly leads to the fraction of the reaction going through the
abstraction channel, fa. Thus, fa was determined to be 0.28 at
300 K and 0.57 at 475 K. To obtain an overall average distribution for abstraction, we assumed that the vibrational distribution from the abstraction channel does not change with
temperature and adopted a single distribution for the abstraction
process. The deconvolution method is not sufficiently sensitive
to extract temperature-dependent distributions for the abstraction reaction. In any event, the change in thermal energy of
CH2ClCH2 will not affect the HCl(v) distribution for abstraction, which depends on the release of repulsive energy by the
potential. The best vibrational distribution for the abstraction
channel was selected so that when combined with the "pure"
elimination distribution, the experimental distributions were
reproduced. Figure 4 shows the two separate components, and
the synthetic overall distributions are compared with the experimental ones at 300 and 475 K. The agreement between the synthetic distribution and the experimental ones is satisfactory. The
vibrational distribution that was assigned to the abstraction
channel is given in the last line of Table 4. The (fv) for this
inverted distribution is 0.33, which is similar to the majority of
other C1-atom abstraction reactions from polyatomic inorganic
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molecules such as C120, NO2Cl, and NFC12 (32b). The derived
distribution for the abstraction reaction has a negligible P1
value. Although the true value may not be zero, a small P1 is
consistent with direct abstraction.
The structure of the chloroethyl radical must closely resemble that for ethyl radical with sp2bonding at the localized radical center. The Do(C1-CH2CH2)
is only -18.5 kcal mol-l,
which is lower than for the other C1-containing polyatomic molecules, such as NO2Cl, C120, and NFC12, that have been studied
to obtain HCl(v) distribution. These inorganic molecules have
rate constants ( 3 , 3 1) in the 2 x 10-l1 cm3 molecule-l s-l range
at 300 K. Assuming an enhancement in the abstraction rate constant with reduced bond energy, a competition between C1-atom
abstraction and recombination for CH2CH2Cl is reasonable.
Based on the present knowledge, an abstraction channel from a
radical may be expected for radicals with especially weak bond
energies at a P-position to the radical center and for radicals
with delocalized orbitals containing the unpaired electron (32).
The question of abstraction vs. recombination for F + SiH, (n =
1-3) reactions has been discussed (33). Abstraction seemed to
be favored for SiH2, but the singlet recombination pathways
were favored over the triplet abstraction pathways for SiH3 and
SiH.

V. Conclusions
The H + CC13 and H + CF2Cl reactions proceed by recombination, giving CHC13* and CHF2Cl* molecules, which subsequently eliminate HCl (or HF) to give monotonically declining
HCl(v) vibrational distributions with CfV) equal to -0.12. The
H + CF2Cl reaction also gives HF(v) + CFCl, and the HFMCl
ratio was assigned as 0.24. This ratio was combined with
RRKM calculations and the experimental E ~ $ ( H C I )to estimate
EoT(HF) as 70 kcal mol-l. The small ratio of the H F to HCl
strongly suggests that AH?(HCI) + AH~O(CF~)< AH~O(HF) +
AH?(CFCI). Based upon comparison to the vibrational energy
disposal to HCl from the C1+ CH3CH2 reaction, both direct C1
abstraction and recombination-elimination reaction pathways
were assigned to the H + CH2CH2C1 reaction. Separating the
two reaction pathways, based on an assumed "pure" HCl(u)
elimination distribution, suggests that the branching fraction for
abstraction is -0.3 at 300 K. A weak temperature dependence
enhances the abstraction pathway at higher temperature.
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